The current research demonstrates that temporally separating a consumer's initial decision to perform a guilt-inducing action from its actual enactment reduces the guilt felt while acting. This hypothesis follows from the development of a dynamic model that unpacks guilt into two distinct components. Initially, one experiences decision guilt accompanying the decision to act or the realization that one will act; subsequently, one experiences action guilt while engaging in the guiltinducing behavior. Four experiments and two pilot studies reveal that introducing a temporal "decision-enactment gap" enables decision guilt to decay in this interim period, which lowers the overall guilt experienced upon acting. In line with the self-regulative function of guilt, decisionenactment gaps also increase indulgent consumption and decrease post-behavior atonement. This decoupling process can thus alleviate guilt that might otherwise detract from experiences, but may come at a cost to self-control efforts. The authors discuss the theoretical and practical implications of these findings.
Duke, Kristen E. and On Amir, "The Quantity Integration Effect: Integrating Purchase and Quantity Decisions Increases Sales by Providing Closure," under 2 nd round review at Journal of Marketing Research.
Customers often decide not only whether to purchase, but also what quantity to purchase. The current research investigates the consequences of combining these two decisions. Specifically, it compares the quantity-sequential (QS) selling format, under which shoppers first choose to purchase and then choose the quantity, with a quantity-integrated (QI) selling format, under which shoppers simultaneously indicate whether and how much to buy. Although many retailers use the QS format, the QI format yields higher purchase rates. Across various product offers with over 16,000 observations, this simple change in framing increased the likelihood of purchase by 41% and increased the overall sales volume by 29%. While contextual factors (e.g., the verbiage used) may contribute to this effect, it is primarily driven by a heightened sense of closure afforded by quantity integration. The authors discuss the practical and theoretical implications of these findings.
Lieberman, Alicea, Kristen E. Duke, and On Amir, "How Incentive Framing Can Harness the Power of Social Norms," revising for 2 nd review at Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes.
Incentives are an increasingly common tool used by organizations, managers, and policymakers to change behavior. We propose that more than just motivating behavior for monetary reasons, incentives also have an important, undiscovered consequence: they leak information about social norms. Four experiments reveal that framing an incentive as a surcharge, rather than as a discount, signals to individuals that the incentivized behavior is both more common and more expected. This implied norm leads individuals to experience emotions consistent with a desire to conform, motivating them to perform the incentivized behavior. Moreover, by shifting social norms, we find that incentives can influence behavior not only in the moment, but also downstream, even after they have been removed. These findings offer a novel perspective on the consequences of different incentive frames, while contributing to both organizational policy and practice by expanding the social norms messaging toolkit.
Williams, Elanor F., Kristen E. Duke, and David Dunning, "Consistency Just Feels Right: Procedural Fluency Increases Confidence in Performance," revising for 3 rd round review at Journal of Experimental Psychology: General.
Incidental features of a stimulus can increase how easily it is processed, with this ease or fluency then affecting judgments related to that stimulus, such as liking and confidence. In contrast to past work that has studied such fluency produced by stimulus features, the current research examines the impact of fluency produced at a broader procedural level. We propose that manipulating the consistency of task features over a series of stimuli can produce procedural fluency, a metacognitive sense of ease and familiarity that can inflate confidence without boosting accuracy. That is, even superficial consistency within a task can lead people to falsely believe they are performing better. As with the fluency derived from stimulus features, drawing attention to consistent procedures leads people to discount procedural fluency, attenuating its impact. Further, the influence of procedural fluency on confidence relies on individuals' naïve theories about what fluency signals about their performance. Accordingly, manipulating these naïve theories mitigates the effects of procedural fluency.
Duke, Kristen E., Kelly Goldsmith, and On Amir (2018), "Is the Preference for Certainty Always So Certain?," Journal of the Association for Consumer Research, 3 (1) , 63-80.
Academic research in several disciplines has demonstrated that consumers generally show a preference for certainty in the domain of gains. The current research provides evidence for an important psychological antecedent to this effect. Specifically, the authors find that the likelihood of choosing a certain reward over a risky or uncertain reward with a greater expected value is affected by whether consumers attend to the gist of the choice options or their associated details. Five experiments reveal that shifting attention to the gist of the choice options accentuates the preference for certainty, and conversely shifting attention to the details of the choice options attenuates it. The authors provide convergent evidence for this using a variety of different means to manipulate consumers' attention, and offer novel insights into when consumers are more or less likely to show a preference for certainty and an aversion to risk and uncertainty in common, retail settings. Our smartphones enable-and encourage-constant connection to information, entertainment, and each other. They put the world at our fingertips, and rarely leave our sides. Although these devices have immense potential to improve welfare, their persistent presence may come at a cognitive cost. In this research, we test the "brain drain" hypothesis that the mere presence of one's own smartphone may occupy limited-capacity cognitive resources, thereby leaving fewer resources available for other tasks and undercutting cognitive performance. Results from two experiments indicate that even when people are successful at maintaining sustained attentionas when avoiding the temptation to check their phones-the mere presence of these devices reduces available cognitive capacity. Moreover, these cognitive costs are highest for those highest in smartphone dependence. We conclude by discussing the practical implications of this smartphone-induced brain drain for consumer decision-making and consumer welfare.
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